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a temporary compromise. First the operation of the May
Laws was suspended (1879); then they were quietly repealed.
The expelled clergy gradually returned to their livings, the
embassy at the Vatican was restored (1883), the religious
orders resumed their activities unmolested. By 1887 tne only
traces left of the struggle were the right of the Government to
inspect all schools—and the permanent establishment of a
strong Catholic Party in the Reichstag.
§ 164. socialists and tariffs.—Bismarck's withdrawal
from the contest with the Church was connected with the
beginning of another political campaign—against Socialism.
The Industrial Revolution had come upon Germany with a
rush, causing overcrowded towns, and wages sometimes as
low as 8s, for a week of 72 hours. One of the most notable
features of mass-production, in Germany as elsewhere, was
the recurrence of trade-depressions, causing widespread un-
employment and destitution. One such " slump " came in
1874, as a result of the war-indemnity from France, which
stimulated a too-rapid expansion followed by disastrous
bankruptcies ; and another—common to all western Europe—
came in 1877-1878. All this gave a great stimulus to the
Socialist movement which had appeared in Germany during
the 'sixties. In the Rhine provinces the leader was Lasalle,
who adopted much of the teaching of Louis Blanc (§ in); but in
Saxony, under Liebknecht, the prevailing doctrine was Marxism
(N7i)—far more drastic and revolutionary. For a time the
movement was weakened by this schism between moderates
aiming at the improvement of the lot of the workers under the
existing capitalist system, and extremists who wanted to sweep
away that system altogether. But in 1875 a conference at
Gotha created a united social democratic Party which held
annual congresses, organised the election of members to the
Reichstag, and produced a great newspaper—" Varwdrts"
Bismarck detested Socialism, and an attack on it would be a
good pretext for abandoning the hopeless contest with Rome,

